The Issue is So Much Larger than Mental Health Co-Ops

FOCUS
ON

Mental Health

May’s volatile FMC meeting illustrates how complex and difficult regulating mental health facilities can be, and just how many different and
equally valid points of view there are. Balancing these is a challenge that confronts all of us–at every level from personal to national. In this
issue we will highlight points to consider as well as some of the unique resources available in FMC and Houston.

A
100 Yrs Ago The Montrose Addition is first
platted by J. W. Link’s
Houston Land Corporation as “a great
residential addition” — 38 years after
Lockhart, Connor & Barziza, ( FMC ’s first
addition), and 4 years after the Bute Addition.

50 Yrs Ago The Bute Addition is largely
sacrificed as plans to relocate
US Highway 59 from its route along South
Main Street to its current location progress.
More than half of the lots are lost as the initial
route extends outbound along Milam and
inbound along Travis (now Spur 527).

10 Yrs Ago Tropical Storm Allison forms
June 4, 2001 and dumps more
than 36 inches
of rain over
Houston –
resulting in
more than
$5Billion damage
and 23 deaths.

Hurricane Season begins June 1 –
Is Your Flood Insurance Current?

S URGEON G EN ERAL’ S R EPORT ON M ENTAL H EALTH ,
1 in 11 adults in the United States have a mental disorder that
results in significant functional impairment . More than two-thirds
of these individuals suffer for more than one year. This makes mental illness one of America’s most prevalent and costly chronic illnesses—on par
with cardiovascular disease and diabetes! Yet, comparably few resources
are available to persons and families affected by these disorders. In the
past, persons who were severely functionally impaired were institutionalized, but reforms in recent decades have resulted in many who have no
place to go and who must fend for themselves. We are all aware of the
tremendous costs – estimated at more than $135 Billion/yr. America now
has the largest prison population of any developed nation in the world.
CCORDING TO TH E

It is important to remember that persons suffering from mental disorders
are suffering from a chronic illness. As humans, they still have the same
rights of self-determination as the rest of us. (This includes the fundamental right to refuse medication). Many simply require long-term, sustained treatment in a safe and supportive environment.
Unfortunately, our society has never acknowledged the true costs of mental illness, nor has it appreciated the purely economic wisdom of properly
funding prevention and treatment. This situation is sadly about to get
much worse: the Texas Legislature is currently entertaining a bill that
would severely strip the Harris County MHMRA program, and Medicare
reforms will completely eliminate skilled nursing home placement of persons with mental disorders in 2014 in favor of unskilled personal care
centers (aka – boarding or group houses).
Into this milieu steps a group that seeks to provide some regulation of
currently unlicensed boarding houses or assisted living facilities service
the mentally and physically impaired. HPD Senior Police Officer D. J. Anders, who leads HPD’s Crisis Intervention Team, is spearheading the City
of Houston’s efforts to develop new regulations under the State’s recently
passed Ch. 254. He lead a meeting of stakeholders May 19, continued p 2 
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Focus on Mental Health
comprised of mental health providers, police officers, mental health and housing advocates, and neighborhood representatives. First Montrose Commons was represented by
Jason Ginsburg and Steve Longmire.

continued from p 1

persons who are disabled or elderly, furnishes meals, housework, and self-administration of medications. The City intends to use its existing system under which Taxicab drivers
are permitted, since it provides for the required background
checks, and no additional infrastructure would be required to
add boarding houses to this system.

Sr. Ofc. Anders outlined the process the City will follow in
developing the regulations: Based on
Ch. 254, the City has drafted a set of
5-Year Objectives of Regulations
the proposed standards under which
As currently envisioned, the regulaImprove Quality of Life for Residents
unlicensed boarding houses will be
tions would: adopt the definition of
permitted. These proposed stand“Boarding House” in Ch. 254; require
Improve Quality of Life for Neighborhood
ards were presented to the group for
annual permits for operation; require
 Police Calls for Service
vetting and their feedback will be
criminal background checks of own Fire Calls for Service
forwarded to the City Legal Departers and staff; require Health DeImprove Image of Boarding Houses,
ment to draft the proposed standpartment Food Handler Permits; reards. This draft will then again be
quire alarming of fire exits and peStaff, & Residents
vetted before stakeholders prior to
destrian access doors; impose educabeing submitted to Council for final
tional and training requirements for
action.
staff; require fire and carbon monoxide detectors and evacuation plans; require hurricane preparedness training and
Sr. Ofc. Anders emphasized that the City cannot address all
evacuation/shelter plans; and provide for annual and forof the issues in Ch. 254, but rather will focus initially on
cause inspections.
what it can do within the existing resources of the City.
Enforcement of the new regulations will depend on the coObviously, it will take some time to properly develop, pass,
ordination and co-operation of several City Departments,
and implement this new regulatory framework. Your input is
but overall enforcement will be under the supervision of
important during this process. If you have specific suggesHPD.
tions or questions, you are encouraged to attend upcoming
FMC meetings, since Jason is a part of the team working to
Annual, non-transferrable permits will be required to operassist the City to develop this plan – yet another reason to
ate any unlicensed boarding house which houses 3 or more
join our common effort!

next meeting

7:00 pm June 21
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Thank You, Wanda!

FMC Emergency Sewer Relocation Project
Nearing Completion
The emergency
relocation of
sewer connections
affecting more
than 40 homes in
FMC is nearing
completion!
This project actually began more than four years ago, with
complaints from several homeowners in FMC of raw sewage
leaking into their yards and homes. A long and sustained
effort to investigate and document the extent of the problem began when PWE crews first attempted to repair leaking lines, only to find widespread collapse of the old clay
pipe system (first installed in the 1920’s and -30’s).
CM Wanda Adams and her staff worked closely with FMC
President Jason Ginsburg to develop a plan to relocate the
sewer connections of the homes most critically affected by
this situation, and the final phase of this project began in
late February.

PWE crews and contractors worked tirelessly the past three
months – digging and tunneling under sidewalks, driveways,
decks and tree roots to reroute sewer connections to new
lines located more than 10 feet below the street. In most
cases, the relocations were done with minimal disturbance,
but a few were especially challenging. Rgardless, the contractors went out of their way to accommodate homeowners’ concerns and have done a remarkable job replacing
landscaping and patching the required street cuts.
As the owner of one of the homes affected, I must say it sure
is nice to be able to wash clothes, dishes, AND flush the toilet all at the same time without fear of that awful gurgling
noise and smell of sewer gases backing up into the house!

Kudos to the Public Works & Engineering crews and to T-Rex
Construction (the contractors) for a job very well done. And, a
very special thanks to our Councilmember, Wanda Adams,
and her staff, for helping to shepherd this through so that no
homeowner was required to pay to have their sewer
relocated (a savings of more than $6,000 per household had
private contractors been required

New Law Bans Texting while Driving
Texas Becomes First State to Require All Entering College Students be
Vaccinated Against Meningitis
… A nd They’ re N ot D one Yet! Speci al Sessi on Conti nues …

T

T EXANS
First, they have banned all texting and reading of text messages while
driving or while stopped in traffic. Fines as high as $200 per offense are possible. This is a good start towards increasing driving safety, and we hope it helps to cut down on the number of rear-end collisions and chain reaction collisions.
EXAS LEGISLATORS DEMONSTRATED REFRESHING COMMON SENSE IN PASSING TWO BILLS THAT ACTUALLY PUT
AHEAD OF OTHER STATES IN PUBLIC SAFETY !

Second, the Legislature passed a bill broadening the requirement for vaccination against bacterial meningitis to all entering college students, rather than just those staying in dorms. Texas is the first in the nation to adopt this policy. Bacterial
meningitis is a rapidly progressing and devastating infection that disproportionately
injures and kills dozens of high school and college students in the United States each
year. Survivors are not infrequently left with severe consequences, including lost limbs,
kidney failure or brain damage. These tragedies are completely preventable by administration of a single shot! So, if you have kids going off to college, NOW is the time to
check with your doctor about the meningitis vaccination. Don’t wait until the end of
summer, when supplies are likely to be tight. Even if your young student is not just entering college, but has not been vaccinated, it is a good idea to check with your doctor
to see whether they are at risk for this deadly infection.
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MENTAL HEALTH EMER
EMERGENCY ASSIS
ASSISTANCE GUIDE

Focus on Mental Health

If you or someone you know is exhibiting signs of mental illness, it is important to access mental health
services before the situation becomes a crisis. You can access these services by calling the MHMRA
Helpline at 713-970-7000. If there is NOT an immediate threat of danger, but someone is acting out
due to their mental state, call the Houston Police Department non-emergency # 713-884-3131 and
request that a Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) officer be dispatched to the location of the incident. If
someone due to their mental state is acting out and there is an immediate threat of danger to that
person or someone else, call 911.
911 An immediate threat of danger can include threats to hurt himself or
to hurt someone else.
CALLING 911
In an emergency when you call 911, it is important that you remain calm. You will need to provide law
enforcement with important information in order for the emergency to be successfully resolved. Try to
speak calmly to the 911 operator and do not shout. Provide the following information to the 911
operator.
•

Your name and address/The location of the incident

•

The name of the person in crisis/Your relationship to that person/provide a description of the
person in crisis

•

That the person has a mental illness/Known diagnosis if possible

•

Any medications the person takes/has stopped taking medications

•

Do you feel threatened/Any history of violence with the person in crisis

•

If there are any weapons at the location/If so attempt to remove the before calling 911 if you can
safely do so

•

What the person in crisis is doing at the time, saying, hearing voices etc

•

Request a Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) trained officer if available
When Law Enforcement Arrives

•

Have all lights turned on in the house if indoors so that everyone can be clearly seen by the
arriving officers

•

Have nothing in your hands if you come out to meet the officers

•

Do not run up to the officers, they do not know who you are. Responding officers need to know
who the person in crisis is and that, while you may be agitated, you are not a threat

•

Calmly identify yourself and answer any questions the officers might have regarding the person
in crisis

•

Don't assume that the officers have received all of the information you gave to the 911 operator.
Offer any information you think might be helpful, but do not ramble on

•

Be clear and concise. Be aware that the officers will attempt to de-escalate the situation verbally
and that this type of situation can take time. Be patient and do not interfere once the officers
begin to speak to the person in crisis

MHMRA Help Line 713713- 970970- 7000
For additional information on mental illness or the Houston Police Department CIT Program log on to
www.houstoncit.org

Reprinted from the Houston Police Department Crisis In
I n tervention Team Website
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Redistricting Plan Brings Changes for FMC

From D to J to C (again)
After a great deal of lobbying from citizens concerned about
dilution or under-representation of minority voters, Council
decided on the final version of redistricting for Houston.
The plan increases the number of Council Districts by two, and
redraws the boundaries of all the original Districts. Incoming
District Councilmembers will therefor represent more compact
districts, but each will have to persuade a greater number of
fellow Councilmembers to get projects approved within their
Districts.
FMC’s return to District C, means that our CIP is moved from
the District D queue into the District C queue under an as yet to
be elected Councilmember. We must pay very close attention to
the upcoming City Council election this November, and begin
now to build the kind of excellent communications and relationship with our potential new Councilmember that we worked so
hard to develop with CM Adams.

We must not wait for
November’s election to protect
our neighborhood’s needs.
Violent Crime
Critical decisions are being made this month at Council about
which services and items will be cut to balance the City’s Budget. CM Adams has repeatedly asked for our input and support as
these negotiations continue. So, if protecting your property from
crime or fire, and repairing our crumbling neighborhood infrastructure are important to you –
SPEAK UP NOW or SHUT UP LATER!

FMC still needs residents and property owners to step up
to the plate and support us financially by becoming a
paid active member in YOUR Neighborhood Association.
Dues for 2011 are now well past due, but remain at only
$10.00 this year.

Budget Crisis Threatens to Close
Cherryhurst Park Community Center
Montrose is not known for an abundance of neighborhood parks, and
certainly lags far behind others in the numbers and services of such
City facilities. Now the City proposes to close the Community Center
at Cherryhurst Park – long the site of the Neartown Association
Meetings—Neartown, you know, the very association whose presidency helped launch our present Mayor’s political career!
Cherryhurst residents are currently trying to lobby the City to agree
to a compromise that might keep the center open part time, along
with the River Oaks Park Community Center, but they need help!
FMC residents can help by contacting CM Adams’ office to express
their support, and by attending a Tuesday afternoon Council meeting
to speak in favor of preserving this important area resource.

Creeping Back Into FMC
Robbery and Shooting at Pak’s
June 8, 2011–Two suspects, described as young black men
in their mid-teens, entered Pak’s Convenience store
Wednesday night, brandishing a gun and threatening the
cashier. A Good Samaritan who was in the store at the
time of the robbery, exited, but held the doors shut, and
was shot while calling the police. Fortunately, this man is
recovering quickly from his wound, and the cashier was
not injured.
This incident and others along lower West Alabama point
to the need for additional measures to eradicate its continuing attraction for criminal activity. The entire 200-500
block area of West Alabama is quite dark at night, as are
the intersecting streets–providing abundant hiding places
for criminals to lie in wait.
FMC will, one again, take the lead in efforts to clean up
this ongoing problem, but we need your support! Please
attend the June 21st meeting at the Montrose Counseling
Center, and renew your membership.
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by Tom McBrayer

April 2011
Location

Crime

Premises

900
W Alabama
200
W Alabama
500
Richmond
500
Richmond
500
W Alabama
800
Richmond
4000
Stanford
4200
Montrose
4000
Stanford
500
W Alabama

Rape

Rehab Center

Robbery

Street

Burglary

Residence

Burglary

Residence

Burglary

Apartment

Theft

Restaurant parking lot

Theft

High school

Theft

Unknown

Theft

High school

Theft

Apartment

Date
Time
03.22
3:00 am
04.02
9:00 pm
04.14
9:00 am
04.15
11:00 am
04.26
6:00 pm
04.05
1:00 pm
04.13
11:00 am
04.30
5:00 pm
04.06
6:00 pm
04.03
12 noon

Two VIOLENT CRIMES — a Rape and a Robbery, one on either end of West
Alabama in this report. The rest are, as usual PROPERTY CRIMES. Note that HPD
reports burglary of motor vehicles under Theft, so it looks as though the folks at
HSPVA have become targets.
Don’t EVER leave ANYTHING VISIBLE in your car! (Unless you want to
replace a window…

Do you get the feeling they are after your food dollars?
The new Whole Foods on Waugh at West Dallas targets opening June
22. And contrary to what you may have heard, the old store on West
Alabama will remain open for business.
Meanwhile, back on Dunlavy, the new HEB is aiming for a fall 2011
opening. Fiesta across the street is starting on an upgrade program
Kroger,
Kroger, now the site of almost frantic reconstruction has scheduled a
great, grand reopening in late August. Sadly, the self-check-out lanes
will be replaced by express lanes manned by checkers..
The Lucia mansion on the corner of Bute and Sul Ross is now fenced in
with temporary chain link in addition to the board fence that has been
there for so long. It’s probably a security measure, especially since
some of the windows and doors have been boarded up. People who
work in the area often use the Lucia driveway for parking.
Some call it “Drink Fest.” A better name would be “Noise Fest” as
four different rock bands roared on for over 5 hours. On Saturday,
May 21, Dirk’s Coffee advertised a Drink Fest from 5:30 – 8:30, no
doubt hoping to introduce more people to the shop and sell lots more
coffee. Neighbors hope this will not be an ongoing project as the noise
vibrated windows for those close by.
by And, it didn’t end at 8:30 but went on
until 10 PM. Calls to the shop said they had a permit until 10. So, is that
false advertising? At least one neighbor called HPD and one felt that
they should have stopped it because of complaints coming in. Decibel
meter needed!

Who To Call —
Emergency (threat to life or property)

911

Non-emergency crime (burglary, suspicious activity)
Neighborhood Protection (illegal dumping, etc.)

713-884-3131
311

Art Car Museum
 Musicians Who Make Art — Through August 7
Houston Center for Contemporary Craft (Free)
 Arline Fisch: Creatures from the Deep—Through July 30
 Joan Son - Part Geometry, Part Zen: A Personal Exploration
through Paper— Through August 13
 Crafting Live(s): 10 Years of Artists-in-Residence—
Through September 3

June 2011

615 West Main

Houston Museum of Natural Science
 Texas! The Exhibition
Through September 6
Museum of Fine Arts
 Circa 1900: Decorative Arts at the Turn of the Century —Through July 31
The Menil Collection (Free)
 Ancestors of the Lake: Art of Lake Sentani and Humboldt Bay,
New Guinea— Through August 28
 The World Was Watching: Civil Rights-Era Photographs
Through September 25
Museum of Printing History
 Bayou City Noir: the Photography of Marvin Zindler—
Through August 13
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WANDA ADAMS CAMPAIGN

BOWL

D & Q MINIMART

estafeta®

Help Us Help You–Renew Your Membership!
Only Active Members who are current on their Annual Dues may vote at FMC Meetings.
Take a moment to renew your support for one of Houston’s Finest Traditional Urban Neighborhoods!

JAY S. GINSBURG, P.C.

MONTROSE COUNSELING CENTER

MULLEN CONSULTING, LLC

MELISSA NOBLE – STYLIST

1
8
16
21
 29

Deadline for CoA Applications for June http://www.houstontx.gov/planning/HistoricPres/coa_applications.html
HEAVY TRASH – ONLY!
Place curbside after 6 pm Friday June 3rd
June HAHC Meeting (CoA’s) – 3:00 pm - City Hall Annex 900 Bagby
FMC Meeting – Montrose Counseling Center – 7:00pm SHARP
Deadline for CoA Applications for JULY http://www.houstontx.gov/planning/HistoricPres/coa_applications.html

PURE POTENTIAL LIVING MASSAGE

ROBIN’S NEST

TONY’S TREE SERVICE

METEOR INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL

VIEBIG, MCCOMMON & ASSOC.

DR. JIM WHEELER

next meeting

7:00 pm June 21
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